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It’s bedtime for Pepe and Millie! They put away 
their toys, brush their teeth, and change into 
pajamas. With fun sliders and lift-the-flaps, 
toddlers will love to help Pepe and Millie get 
ready for bed.

YAYO KAWAMURA grew up in Tokyo and studied 
design communications. She currently lives in Germany 
with her husband and two children.

Good Night, Pepe & Millie

978-0-8075-6483-7 
US $9.99 
Ages 0–3/Infant 
May 1, 2018 

6.25 x 6.625, 16 pages 
Board Book with  
Flaps and Sliders 
Territory: World English

written and illustrated by YAYO KAWAMURA

This playful and interactive board book series includes fun 
sliders and lift-the-flaps to engage the youngest readers.

What to Expect from This Series:
• Engage little ones with playful, interactive elements on every page
• Bright and colorful artwork features an adorable cat and dog
• Simple text and concepts are ideal for this age group
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A Day with Pepe & Millie
978-0-8075-6481-3
US $9.99

Play Hide-and-Seek with Pepe & Millie
978-0-8075-6482-0
US $9.99

Little Books for Little Readers

Baby Parade
978-0-8075-0515-1 
US $7.99

A Kiss Means I Love You
978-0-8075-4189-0 
US $7.99

Show Me Happy
978-0-8075-7353-2 
US $7.99

Baby Party
978-0-8075-0514-4 
US $7.99

Here 
Come the 

Babies!

Candid  
Photographs 

of Real  
Children

Candid  
Photographs 

of Real  
Children
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books
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Told in rhyme, This Book explains exactly 
what it is—a book about numbers, shapes, 
colors, and more! Using simple explanations 
and told from a clever “meta” perspective, 
both parents and kids alike will delight in  
its playfulness.

What to Expect
• Concepts explored include letters, 

numbers, colors, shapes, vegetables, 
fruits, bugs, and sizes

• Bright, bold art introduces concepts to 
readers in a fun, snappy way

• Playful text makes this a fun read-aloud for 
both parents and children

The baby likes the dog. The dog likes to 
be alone. But the baby loves to crawl…
and follows the dog wherever he goes! 
Together they make for a captivating pair  
in this sweet, simple, and expressive story. 

What to Expect
• Babies and dogs are the cutest characters
• Bright primary colors appeal to young 

readers
• Relatable and amusing everyday 

experience for many families

This Book
by KATHRYN MADELINE ALLEN 
illustrated by LIZZY DOYLE

978-0-8075-7881-0 
US $9.99  
Ages 0–3/Infant 
March 1, 2018 

6.5 x 6.5, 24 pages 
Board Book with 
Gloss Lamination 
Territory: World

978-0-8075-2971-3 
US $7.99 
Ages 0–3/Infant 
March 1, 2018 

7.5 x 6.6, 20 pages 
Board Book with 
Gloss Lamination 
Territory: World

This book has everything—
but best of all, it has 
readers like you!

KATHRYN MADELINE ALLEN writes picture 
books that promote parent-child interaction and 
that help teach babies and young children about 
nonverbal communication, diversity, manners,  
and love. She lives in Michigan.

LIZZY DOYLE is a designer, illustrator, and author 
from New Jersey. She is the creator and owner of 
Lizzy Dee Studio.

I Am a Baby
978-0-8075-3622-3
US $15.99

Can a dog and a baby  
be friends?

ANNE VITTUR KENNEDY has been illustrating 
children’s books for twenty-seven years. She and 
her husband live in Ohio.

Go Baby! Go Dog!
written and illustrated by ANNE VITTUR KENNEDY

board 
book board 

book

ALSO BY THE AUTHOR
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I am Kiely, and I am  
a celebrity.

Daddy says I’m also a diva…
whatever that is.

Kiely knows she is famous! The paparazzi (her 
parents) follow her every move, documenting 
with cameras. It’s exhausting being famous, 
but someone has to do it! She even gets 
to perform a big song at her grandfather’s 
birthday. When she messes it up, she’s 
worried she’s lost her audience forever, but 
it turns out that no one is as loyal as her fans 
who love her.

What to Expect
• Introducing a smart, spunky, and dramatic 

new character
• Expressive and hilarious artwork from an 

award-winning illustrator
• Sister writing duo brings a variety of 

experiences and expertise
TARA LUEBBE and BECKY CATTIE were child 
stars raised by paparazzi parents who recorded 
their every move. Tara went on to own a children’s 
bookstore and found her true calling as a writer. She 
lives in South Carolina, with her husband and three 
famous boys. Becky got a taste of Hollywood casting 
for reality TV shows, including America’s Got Talent 
and Extreme Makeover. She lives in Chicago.

JOANNE LEW-VRIETHOFF is the acclaimed 
illustrator of many picture books, and a Mom’s Gold 
Choice Award medal winner. She lives in Amsterdam 
with her husband and two children.

I Am Famous
by TARA LUEBBE and BECKY CATTIE 
illustrated by JOANNE LEW-VRIETHOFF

978-0-8075-3440-3 
US $16.99  
Ages 4–8/Grades PreK–3 
March 1, 2018

9 x 9, 32 pages 
Jacketed Hardcover with 
Matte Lamination and Glitter 
Territory: World

A Day with Parkinson’s
978-0-8075-5581-1
US $16.99

Picture
Books

picture 
book
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978-0-8075-0007-1 
US $16.99 
Ages 9–12/Grades 3–7 
April 1, 2018 
8 x 10, 32 pages

Jacketed Hardcover with 
Matte Lamination and Spot UV 
Territory: World 
E-Book: 978-0-8075-0008-8 
E-Book: US $9.99 

Chester Nez and the 
Unbreakable Code
A Navajo Code Talker’s Story

by JOSEPH BRUCHAC 
illustrated by LIZ AMINI-HOLMES

As a young Navajo boy, Chester Nez had to 
leave the reservation and attend boarding 
school, where he was taught that his native 
language and culture were useless. But 
Chester refused to give up his heritage. Years 
later, during World War II, Chester—and 
other Navajo men like him—was recruited by 
the US Marines to use the Navajo language 
to create an unbreakable military code. 
Suddenly the language he had been told to 
forget was needed to fight a war.

What to Expect:
• Picture book biography that honors a brave 

and determined Native American veteran
• An empowering story that highlights the 

importance of heritage and language
• Back matter includes a timeline, a portion of 

the Navajo Code, and an author’s note

As a writer and storyteller, JOSEPH BRUCHAC often 
draws on his Native American (Abenaki) ancestry. 
Joseph is the author of over 130 books for young 
readers and adults including Code Talker: A Novel 
About the Navajo Marines of World War Two. He  
lives in New York.

LIZ AMINI-HOLMES holds a bachelor’s of fine 
arts degree in illustration from the Academy of Art 
University and the University of San Francisco. She  
has illustrated other books for children including Fatty  
Legs, Miracle, and A Stranger at Home. She lives  
in California.
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Gordon Parks
978-0-8075-3017-7
US $16.99

Charlie Takes His Shot
978-0-8075-1128-2
US $16.99

His spirit stayed unbroken.

He kept his feet on the trail 
of beauty.

MORE LIKE THIS

picture 
book
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978-0-8075-0379-9 
US $16.99  
4–8/Grades PreK–3 
March 1, 2018 
8 x 10, 32 pages

Jacketed Hardcover with 
Matte Lamination and Spot UV 
Territory: World 
E-Book: 978-0-8075-0380-5 
E-Book: US $9.99 

Anybody’s Game
Kathryn Johnston, the First Girl  
to Play Little League Baseball

by HEATHER LANG 
illustrated by CECILIA PUGLESI

In 1950, Kathryn Johnston wanted to play Little 
League, but an unwritten rule kept girls from 
trying out. So she cut off her hair and tried out 
as a boy under the nickname “Tubby.” She made 
the team—and inspired future generations. An 
inspiring and suspenseful story about what it 
means to want to do something so badly you’re 
willing to break the rules—and how, sometimes, 
breaking the rules can lead to change.

What to Expect
• Inspirational true story about breaking the 

rules, smashing glass ceilings, and subverting 
expectations

• Biography of a female baseball player who 
is in the Little League Hall of Fame and the 
Baseball Hall of Fame

• Vintage-style art brings the historical  
setting to life

There were no girls in Little 
League baseball, and the coaches 
would never let a girl try out. 

The William Hoy Story
978-0-8075-9192-5
US $16.99

Celebrate Strong Women with 
Picture Book Biographies

Anybody’s Game: Kathryn 
Johnston, the First Girl to 
Play Little League Baseball
978-0-8075-0379-9 
US $16.99

How Kate Warne Saved 
President Lincoln
978-0-8075-4117-3 
US $16.99

Dorothea Lange: The  
Photographer Who Found 
the Faces of the Depression
978-0-8075-1699-7 
US $16.99

The Original Cowgirl: 
The Wild Adventures of 
Lucille Mulhall
978-0-8075-2931-7 
US $16.99

Swimming with Sharks: 
The Daring Discoveries  
of Eugenie Clark
978-0-8075-2187-8 
US $16.99

Touch the Sky: Alice 
Coachman, Olympic  
High Jumper
978-0-8075-8035-6 
US $16.99

HEATHER LANG loves to research and write about 
real women who overcame extraordinary obstacles 
and never gave up on their dreams. Her work has 
received starred reviews from Booklist and School 
Library Journal, won a CCBC Choice Award, and has 
been nominated to the ALA Notable List. Anybody’s 
Game is her fifth picture book. She lives with her 
husband and four children in Massachusetts.

After receiving a Fulbright grant, CECILIA PUGLESI 
completed an MFA in computer arts at the School of 
Visual Arts in New York. She lives in Spain.

MORE LIKE THIS
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Friendship comes in 
all sheeps and sizes.

Mary is an enterprising young 
inventor. She wants a pet, 
but it isn’t one she can easily 
buy…so she makes one with 
the Sheepinator! Mary’s pet 
sheep and her new invention 
make her popular with her 
classmates. But when she 
starts making sheep for 
her new friends, things go 
hilariously awry. Can Mary 
invent a way to fix this mess?

What to Expect
• Features a smart, science-

savvy young girl
• Rhyming text recalls the 

familiar nursery song  
while the twist provides  
a fresh spin

• Adorable and silly graphic 
artwork

978-0-8075-4982-7 
US $16.99  
Ages 4–8/Grades PreK–3 
March 1, 2018 

10.75 x 8.5, 32 pages 
Jacketed Hardcover with 
Matte Lamination and Spot UV 
Territory: World

Mary Had a Little Lab
by SUE FLIESS 
illustrated by PETROS BOULOUBASIS

SUE FLIESS is the author of numerous children’s books including 
From Here to There and A Gluten-Free Birthday for Me! Sue lives with 
her family and dog in northern Virginia. 

PETROS BOULOUBASIS graduated from the Graphic Design 
Institute of Athens. He lives in Athens, Greece.

From Here to There
978-0-8075-2622-4
US $16.99

The Wolf Who Learned  
to Be Good
978-0-8075-9204-5
US $16.99

The Cow Who Climbed 
a Tree
978-0-8075-1298-2
US $16.99

picture 
book

MORE LIKE THIS
ALSO BY THE AUTHOR
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Lazybones
written and illustrated by CLAIRE MESSER

Good ol’ Lazybones, Robert Exelby 
Perdendo, is the master of all things lazy. 
Long walks in the park?! Psh! Who needs 
them? But when all attempts to avoid his 
latest dreaded “walkies” fail, Lazybones 
soon discovers something new and exciting 
along the way—a lovable pug ready to play!  

What to Expect
• From the award-winning author-illustrator 

who created Grumpy Pants
• Silly, relatable story that captures the spirit 

of trying something new
• The perfect gift for young animal lovers

978-0-8075-4402-0 
US $16.99  
Ages 4–8/Grades PreK–3 
April 1, 2018 

CLAIRE MESSER received her MA in children’s book illustration 
from the Cambridge School of Art. She works by hand, using 
traditional printmaking processes to create her illustrations. She 
lives in England.

Meet the laziest pup in town!

Grumpy Pants 
978-0-8075-3075-7
US $16.99

9 x 9, 32 pages 
Jacketed Hardcover with 
Gloss Lamination and Spot UV 
Territory: World

Praise for Grumpy Pants
“Offers concrete, empowering ideas for readers who 
might be wearing their own grumpy outfits” 
—Publishers Weekly starred review 

“[A] charming account of handling emotions” 
—School Library Journal starred review

“[An] accomplished debut picture book…Really well 
turned, with balance, momentum, and all the right notes” 
—Kirkus Reviews starred review

“An elegant example of traditional printmaking, made 
appealingly up-to-date against stretches of white” 
—New York Times Book Review 

picture 
book

ALSO BY THE AUTHOR
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Once Upon a Zzzz
written and illustrated by MADDIE FROST

Once upon a time, an author took a snooze, 
and an illustrator took the reins telling the 
story—exactly the way she wants! Featuring 
a llama princess, a scheming penguin, space 
travel, and maybe even a ninja—or, wait, a 
dragon!—this rambunctious, clever, no-holds-
barred ”meta“ story will have young readers 
giggling from start to finish.

What to Expect
• Quirky and engaging picture book
• Encourages creativity and spontaneity in 

storytelling
• Perfect for silly young readers in search of a 

good belly laugh

978-0-8075-6064-8 
US $16.99  
Ages 4–8/Grades PreK–3 
March 1, 2018

8 x 8, 40 pages 
Jacketed Hardcover with 
Matte Lamination and Spot UV 
Territory: World

MADDIE FROST grew up in Massachusetts and 
attended Massachusetts College of Art and Design 
for animation. She lives with her husband in Boston.

When the author falls 
asleep, the story must go on! 

Where Are the Words 
978-0-8075-8733-1
US $16.99

MORE LIKE THIS

picture 
book
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Please Please the Bees
978-0-8075-5183-7
US $16.99

That Fruit Is Mine!
written and illustrated by ANUSKA ALLEPUZ

When five fruit-loving elephants spot a 
scrumptious, hard-to-reach fruit high up in 
a tree, it’s a race to see who can claim it 
first! But after one too many fumbles, the 
elephants begin to lose their cool, and the 
highly coveted fruit is whisked away by the 
teeny-tiniest of all jungle creatures—mice! 
The elephants soon realize they have a lot to 
learn from this cooperative little bunch.

What to Expect
• Original fable that highlights the importance 

of sharing and cooperation
• Readers will instantly be charmed by the 

goofball antics of all the silly jungle creatures
• Funny, engaging, and vibrant illustrations

978-0-8075-7894-0 
US $16.99 
Ages 4–8/Grades PreK–3 
March 1, 2018 

8.5 x 10.87, 32 pages 
Jacketed Hardcover with 
Gloss Lamination and Spot UV 
Territory: US, US Territories, 
Canada

ANUSKA ALLEPUZ grew up in Spain, where she 
studied fine arts at the University of Salamanca. She 
is a full-time illustrator, and she lives in south London.

Fred and the Bedtime Elephants
by CAROLINE CROWE 
illustrated by CLAUDIA RANUCCI

When Fred can’t sleep, his mom 
suggests counting sheep. But sheep are 
boring, so he tries to count elephants 
instead. He didn’t realize that elephants 
are sneaky, troublesome animals! Soon 
they’re wreaking havoc on his whole 
house, and Fred has to find a way to get 
rid of them, or he’ll never go to sleep.

What to Expect
• Zany, fun-filled bedtime story that 

offers a fresh take on the “counting 
sheep” trope

• The lively elephants are sure to 
entertain

• Vibrant illustrations will make this  
a favorite

978-0-8075-1963-9 
US $17.99  
Ages 4–8/Grades PreK–3 
March 1, 2018 

10 x 10, 32 pages 
Jacketed Hardcover 
with Matte Lamination 
Territory: US, Canada

CAROLINE CROWE spent ten years as a 
national newspaper journalist and section 
editor. She lives in the UK with her three sons 
and husband. 

CLAUDIA RANUCCI lives in Madrid, Spain.  
She graduated with a degree in graphic design  
and illustration at the Istituto Superiore 
Industrie Artisitche (ISIA) in Italy.

When you need to go 
to sleep, do NOT try to 
count elephants!

Don’t Wake the Yeti!
978-0-8075-1690-4
US $17.99

The best way to the top is  
by working together!

picture 
book

MORE LIKE THIS

picture 
book
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Say Hello to the Cutest  
Characters Around

It's Valentine's Day, 
Chloe Zoe!
978-0-8075-2462-6 
US $12.99

The Cow Who Climbed 
a Tree
978-0-8075-1298-2 
US $16.99

Bob's Rock
978-0-8075-0672-1 
US $16.99

Grumpy Pants
978-0-8075-3075-7 
US $16.99

Lazybones
978-0-8075-4402-0 
US $16.99

Goodnight Bob
978-0-8075-3003-0 
US $16.99

The Sheep Who Hatched 
an Egg
978-0-8075-7338-9 
US $16.99

Next to You
978-0-8075-5600-9 
US $16.99

Warts and All
978-0-8075-8658-7 
US $15.99

It's the First Day of  
Kindergarten,  
Chloe Zoe!
978-0-8075-2458-9 
US $12.99

Celebrate holidays and firsts with Chloe 
Zoe and her friends in this adorable series!

All together now: say “awww”  
and “I love you.”

Join Tina the Cow and Lola  
the Sheep as they learn valuable 

lessons about themselves.Friends you can relate to—from grumpy 
penguins to lazy dogs.

Join round-headed Bob on  
whimsical adventures!

The Strongest Mom
written and illustrated by NICOLA KENT

Little Bear is sure that no one is as strong as 
his mom. She can carry anything: his bike, 
Zebra’s shopping, Elephant’s carpet, even 
Flamingo’s piano! And, of course, there’s 
always room in her handbag for Little Bear’s 
treasures. But when Mom takes on one thing 
too many, with hilarious and heart-warming 
consequences, Little Bear learns even moms 
need a helping hand sometimes.

What to Expect:
• Celebrates mom and acknowledges her hard 

work
• Adorable animal characters populate this 

world
• Bright, collage-style artwork from a variety 

of perspectives is fun and kid-friendly

978-0-8075-7616-8 
US $17.99 
Ages 4–8/Grades PreK–3 
March 1, 2018 

8.5 x 10.63, 32 pages 
Jacketed Hardcover with 
Gloss Lamination and Spot UV 
Territory: US, US Territories

NICOLA KENT holds a master’s degree in children’s 
book illustration from the Cambridge School of Art. 
She lives in London with her family and two cats.

My mom is the strongest mom 
in the world.

With Dad, It’s Like That
978-0-8075-8731-7
US $16.99
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Just Right Family
An Adoption Story

by SILVIA LOPEZ 
illustrated by ZIYUE CHEN

A Church for All
by GAYLE E. PITMAN 
illustrated by LAURE FOURNIER

Meili, who is six years old and adopted from 
China, learns that her parents are going to 
adopt a baby from Haiti. She’s not happy. Why 
do they need a new baby? Their family is just 
right as it is. As Meili learns more about her 
new sibling and the importance of being a big 
sister, will she realize that a new addition can 
be just right for their family too?

What to Expect:
• Sweet story about accepting a new sibling
• Diverse backgrounds of parents and children 

appeal to today’s families
• Nearly 35,000 children are adopted each year 

in the US from a foreign country

This simple, lyrical story 
celebrates a Sunday morning 
at an inclusive church that 
embraces all people regardless 
of age, class, race, gender 
identity, and sexual orientation. 
All are welcome at the church 
for all!

What to Expect
• Celebrates a diverse spiritual 

community
• Perfect for everyday use 

as well as for events and 
promotions during Pride month

• Highlights open and affirming 
churches and supports LGBTQ 
Christians
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978-0-8075-4082-4 
US $16.99  
Ages 4–8/Grades PreK–3 
March 1, 2018 
9 x 9, 32 pages 

Jacketed Hardcover with 
Matte Lamination and Spot UV 
Territory: World 
E-Book: 978-0-8075-4083-1 
E-Book: US $9.99 

978-0-8075-1179-4 
US $16.99  
Ages 4–8/Grades PreK–3 
May 1, 2018 

10.75 x 8.5, 32 pages 
Jacketed Hardcover with  
Matte Lamination and Spot UV 
Territory: World

SILVIA LOPEZ was born in Cuba and moved to 
Miami when she was ten years old. Silvia is a retired 
children’s librarian and media specialist, and she lives 
in Florida.

ZIYUE CHEN graduated from Ringling College of Art 
and Design. She lives in Singapore.

GAYLE E. PITMAN is a clinical 
psychologist and professor of psychology  
at Sacramento City College. She is the 
author of the Stonewall Book Award-
winning title This Day in June. She lives  
in Northern California.

LAURE FOURNIER was born in Antibes, 
France, and studied art in France and England.  

We’re going to adopt a baby.  
Our family is growing.

Sunday waking 
Day is breaking 
Let’s go to our 
church for all!

JP and the Stinky 
Monster
978-0-8075-3979-8 
US $16.99

Will You Still Love Me?
978-0-8075-9116-1
US $7.99

All Kinds of Children
978-0-8075-0281-5
US $16.99

All Kinds of Families  
40th Anniversary Edition
978-0-8075-0286-0
US $16.99
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My Hair Is a Garden
written and illustrated by COZBI A. CABRERA

After a day of being taunted by classmates 
about her unruly hair, Mackenzie can’t take 
any more and she seeks guidance from her 
wise and comforting neighbor, Miss Tillie. 
Using the beautiful garden in the backyard 
as a metaphor, Miss Tillie shows Mackenzie 
that maintaining healthy hair is not a chore 
nor is it something to fear. Most importantly, 
Mackenzie learns that natural black hair  
is beautiful.

What to Expect
• Celebrates natural black hair
• Illustrated with stunning, evocative paintings 

that capture deep emotion
• Back matter includes natural recipes for 

maintaining healthy hair
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978-0-8075-0923-4 
US $16.99  
Ages 4–8/Grades PreK–3 
April 1, 2018 

9 x 9, 32 pages 
Jacketed Hardcover with 
Matte Lamination and Spot UV 
Territory: World COZBI A. CABRERA received a BFA from Parsons 

School of Design. She is the illustrator of several 
acclaimed children’s picture books, and she also 
designs clothes and makes cloth dolls that have 
garnered the attention of collectors around the world 
and have been featured on the Oprah Winfrey Show. 
She lives in Chicago.

Like every good garden, my  
hair must be cared for and  
nourished, tilled, and weeded.

Sugar Hill 
978-0-8075-7650-2
US $16.99

Grandmama’s Pride
978-0-8075-3028-3
US $16.99

Black, White,  
Just Right!
US 978-0-8075-0785-8
US $16.99

MORE LIKE THIS

picture 
book
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When a family loses a loved one,  
all kinds of emotions roll in…

After his father dies, Kai experiences all kinds of emotions: 
sadness, anger, fear, guilt. Sometimes they crash and mix 
together. Other times, there are no emotions at all—just 
flatness. As Kai and his family adjust to life without Dad, the 
waves still roll in. But with the help of friends and one another, 
they learn to cope—and, eventually, heal. A lyrical story about 
grieving for anyone encountering loss.

What to Expect
• Gently explores one family’s journey through loss, grief,  

and healing
• Resource for children impacted by the loss of a loved one
• Includes author’s note about death and grieving plus a list of 

grief support resources

978-0-8075-6112-6 
US $16.99  
Ages 4–8/Grades PreK–3 
April 1, 2018 
10.75 x 8.5, 32 pages 

Jacketed Hardcover with 
Matte Lamination and Spot UV 
Territory: World 
E-Book: 978-0-8075-6113-3 
E-Book: US $9.99

One Wave at a Time
A Story about Grief and Healing

by HOLLY THOMPSON 
illustrated by ASHLEY CROWLEY

HOLLY THOMPSON writes 
poetry, fiction, and nonfiction for 
children, teens, and adults, often 
tackling difficult subjects such as 
grief, loss, and bullying. A native of 
Massachusetts, she is a longtime 
resident of Japan.

ASHLEY CROWLEY has a BA in 
graphic design and an MA in children’s 
book illustration. His first picture book 
was published in 2015, and he has 
since illustrated several others. Ashley 
lives and works in the UK.

The Color Thief
978-0-8075-1273-9
US $16.99
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Sometimes you have 
to chase after your 
muse. Especially 
when he runs away!

Emma loves art, and everything 
she crafts is inspired by 
her scruffy dog, Muse. But 
creativity soon goes awry when 
Muse alters Emma’s latest 
masterpiece; Emma is furious 
and Muse flees the scene. With 
no Muse in sight, Emma loses 
her creative spark and best 
friend. What will it take to win 
back her beloved Muse?

What to Expect
• Sweet, heartwarming 

story about friendship, pet 
ownership, and artistic 
inspiration

• Quirky and lively illustrations 
will appeal to young readers

• Includes glossary of artistic 
terms used throughout story

978-0-8075-1994-3 
US $16.99  
Ages 4–8/Grades PreK–3 
April 1, 2018 

10.75 x 8.5, 32 pages 
Jacketed Hardcover with 
Matte Lamination and Spot UV 
Territory: World

Emma and Muse
written and illustrated by NANCY LEMON

NANCY LEMON is a freelance 
illustrator living in South Carolina, 
where there are plenty of characters 
to draw. This is her first picture book.

Madame Martine 
Breaks the Rules
978-0-8075-4907-0
US $16.99

Drat That Fat Cat!
978-0-8075-1713-0
US $16.99
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Is It Rosh Hashanah Yet?
by CHRIS BARASH 
illustrated by ALESSANDRA PSACHAROPULO

As summer ends and fall settles in, a family 
prepares to celebrate Rosh Hashanah. It’s time 
to pick apples, make cards, light the candles, 
and eat brisket to ring in the new year!

What to Expect:
• A sweet introduction to Rosh Hashanah— 

the Jewish New Year
• Soft illustrations and rhyming text lead 

readers through the holiday
• Fifth book in the delightful Judaic holiday 

series by the author and illustrator duo

978-0-8075-3396-3 
US $16.99 
Ages 4–8/Grades PreK–3 
July 1, 2018 

8 x 10, 32 pages 
Jacketed Hardcover 
with Gloss Lamination 
Territory: World

CHRIS BARASH is an elementary school teacher. 
She lives in Massachusetts.

ALESSANDRA PSACHAROPULO lives and works 
in Milan, Italy. She studied fine arts and illustration  
at Mimaster.

When Nana comes to visit  
and brings honey, sticky-sweet 
to eat with crunchy apples  
for our favorite new year treat… 
Rosh Hashanah is on its way.

This series introduces young readers to Jewish  
holiday traditions in a format that is perfect for  

gift-giving and bedtime reading any time of year!

Celebrate the Holidays!

Is It Purim Yet?
978-0-8075-3391-8
US $16.99

Is It Sukkot Yet?
978-0-8075-3388-8 
US $16.99

Is It Passover Yet?
978-0-8075-6330-4
US $16.99

Is It Hanukkah Yet?
978-0-8075-3384-0 
US $16.99
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New in Paperback!

Not in Room 204
978-0-8075-5766-2 

US $7.99

Nobody Knew What to Do
978-0-8075-5713-6 

US $7.99

The Alphabet War
978-0-8075-0304-1 

US $7.99

Social Issues

African American  
Interest

Trick Arrr Treat
978-0-8075-8066-0  

US $7.99

Duck for  
Turkey Day

978-0-8075-1735-2 
US $7.99

Squirrel’s New 
Year's Resolution

978-0-8075-7592-5 
US $7.99

Shanté Keys and the  
New Year’s Peas

978-0-8075-7331-0  
US $7.99

Language Arts

Holidays

Two of Everything
978-0-8075-8158-2 

US $7.99

Our Principal Promised 
to Kiss a Pig

978-0-8075-6635-0 
US $7.99

A Funeral in  
the Bathroom
978-0-8075-2676-7 

US $7.99

Climbing Lincoln’s  
Steps

978-0-8075-1205-0 
US $6.99

An Apple for  
Harriet Tubman
978-0-8075-0396-6 

US $6.99

Grandmama’s Pride
978-0-8075-3022-1 

US $6.99

Rock, Brock, and 
the Savings Shock

978-0-8075-7095-1 
US $7.99

How the Second Grade  
Got $8,205.50 to Visit  
the Statue of Liberty

978-0-8075-3435-9 
US $7.99

Math

Miss Fox’s Class Earns a Field Trip

Miss Fox’s Class Shapes Up

Miss Fox’s Class Gets It Wrong

Peace Week in Miss Fox’s Class

by EILEEN SPINELLI 
illustrated by ANNE KENNEDY

978-0-8075-5170-7

978-0-8075-5172-1

978-0-8075-5173-8

978-0-8075-6390-8

Miss Fox’s class wants to go to Roller Coaster Planet—but they have to earn 
their way to the park. When their fund-raising attempts go awry, the class 
discovers their earnings are going down, not up! This fun picture book  
introduces kids to budgeting.

Miss Fox’s students are too tired and cranky to get through the day! It’s up 
to Miss Fox and her new wellness regimen to help them eat better, exercise, 
and get more sleep! Kids will learn ways to stay healthy  
and bring fitness into their everyday lives.

Why is Miss Fox being stopped by Officer Blue Fox? And why is she 
buying a big hat and sunglasses? Is she on the run from the law? This 

picture book teaches children you can’t believe everything you hear, 
educating them on gossip and rumors.

No more squabbling! It’s Peace Week, and the rules are simple: don’t 
say mean things, and help others! But maybe that’s not so simple after 

all. Can Miss Fox’s class keep the peace? Through this picture book, kids 
learn the importance of kindness and peace.

In this classroom, Miss Fox teaches her students valuable life lessons in 
hilarious ways that allow the students to grow and be the best they can be.

EILEEN SPINELLI is the author of many books 
for young readers including Somebody Loves You, 
Mr. Hatch and Callie Cat, Ice Skater. Eileen and her 
husband, author Jerry Spinelli, live in Pennsylvania. 

ANNE KENNEDY has been illustrating 
children’s books for twenty-seven years. 
Anne and her husband live in Ohio.

US $7.99 
Ages 4–8/Grades PreK–3 
March 1, 2018 
8 x 10, 32 pages 

Paperback with 
Gloss Lamination 
Territory: World ALL  

NEW IN 
PAPERBACK
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Go on an Adventure!

Lulu’s Animal Adventures
978-0-8075-9988-4 • US $24.99

Zapato Power: Zoom! 
Zoom! Super Set
978-0-8075-9992-1 • US $14.99

Super Schnoz Huge 
Honkin’ Haul
978-0-8075-9989-1 • US $19.99

Welcome to Bermooda 
Cowlossal Box Set
978-0-8075-9986-0 • US $18.99

The Tragically True  
Adventures of Kit Donovan
HC 978-0-8075-8143-8 • US $16.99

Dreambender
HC 978-0-8075-1725-3 • US $16.99 
PB 978-0-8075-1726-0 • US $9.99

The Lost Cipher
HC 978-0-8075-8063-9 • US $14.99 
PB 978-0-8075-8065-3 • US $9.99

The Dragon Waking
HC 978-0-8075-1704-8 • US $14.99 
PB 978-0-8075-1706-2 • US $9.99

Chapter Books  
and  

Middle Grade



# 146 The Doughnut Whodunit

A hip new doughnut shop known for its 
bizarre recipes is opening up in Greenfield. 
At first, the owners of the other doughnut 
shop in town, Delilah’s, aren’t worried. 
But when the new shop starts making 
doughnuts that look just like some of 
Delilah’s greatest hits, the Boxcar Children 
must figure out if it’s just a coincidence or 
if someone from the new shop is stealing 
Delilah’s recipes.

GERTRUDE CHANDLER WARNER was born in 1890 in Putnam, Connecticut, where 
she taught school and wrote. She was inspired to write The Boxcar Children because 
she had often imagined how delightful it would be to live in a caboose or freight car. 
Encouraged by the book’s success, she went on to write eighteen more stories about the 
Alden children. In 2017, this beloved series celebrated its 75th Anniversary!

# 147 The Robot Ransom

created by GERTRUDE CHANDLER WARNER

HC 978-0-8075-0731-5 • PB 978-0-8075-0732-2 
EBOOK 978-0-8075-0733-9 • March 1, 2018

HC 978-0-8075-0734-6 • PB 978-0-8075-0735-3 
EBOOK 978-0-8075-0736-0 • April 1, 2018

Henry and Jessie’s middle school 
robotics team is going to the regional 
competition! But it seems like someone 
doesn’t want their team to compete. Can 
the Aldens use their sleuthing skills and 
what they’ve learned about robotics to 
find the culprit and save the day?

Generations of kids have enjoyed the adventures of Henry, Jessie, Violet, and Benny Alden—
The Boxcar Children®. Gertrude Chandler Warner wrote the first nineteen stories, but  

there are now more than 140 titles in the Boxcar Children mysteries series.

Thank You for Celebrating 75 Years of  
the Boxcar Children with Us!

The Boxcar Children  
Fully Illustrated Edition 
978-0-8075-0925-8 • US $34.99

The Boxcar Children  
20-Book Boxed Set  
978-0-8075-0847-3 • US $132.81 

The Boxcar Children  
Great Adventure  

Boxed Set 
978-0-8075-0693-6 

US $34.95
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3534 • THE BOXCAR CHILDREN®       THE BOXCAR CHILDREN® •JACKETED HARDCOVER
US $12.99 
Ages 7–10/Grades 1–5 
5.5 x 8, 128 pages 
Black-and-White  
Interior Illustrations 
Territory: World

PAPERBACK
US $6.99 
Ages 7–10/Grades 1–5 
5.25 x 7.625, 128 pages 
Black-and-White  
Interior Illustrations 
Territory: World

E-BOOK 
US $6.99 
Ages 7–10/Grades 1–5 
5.25 x 7.625, 128 pages 
Black-and-White  
Interior Illustrations 
Territory: World



When Kelsey and her friends find an abandoned 
pug puppy, it looks like another case for the Curious 
Cat Spy Club. But shortly thereafter, Kelsey’s 
mother goes missing—possibly in the line of duty 
as an Animal Control officer—and it’s up to the 
CCSC to discover what happened. As they search 
for Kelsey’s mom, they start to wonder if her 
disappearance is somehow linked to the puppy 
they found. The fifth book in the Curious Cat Spy 
Club series is filled with twists and turns and, of 
course, tons of animal adventures!

LINDA JOY SINGLETON is the author of thirty-five 
books for children and young adults including YALSA-
honored The Seer series and the Dead Girl Walking trilogy. 
She lives in California.

Dog-Gone Danger
(The Curious Cat Spy Club Book 5)

978-0-8075-1390-3 
US $9.99  
Ages 9–12/Grades 3–7 
March 1, 2018 
5.5 x 8, 288 pages 

by LINDA JOY SINGLETON

No one at school knows that Kelsey, Becca, and Leo are secretly friends. They 
have nothing in common—until they rescue three kittens and form a club to 

help animals through volunteering, spying, and solving mysteries.

What to Expect
• Exciting, action-packed adventures perfect  

for tweens
• Unique animal-centric mysteries
• Encourages friendship and working together
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The Curious Cat Spy Club  
Super Sleuth Boxed Set
978-0-8075-1391-0 • US $24.99 
Includes: Books 1–3

middle
grade

Praise for The Curious Cat Spy Club
“This first book in a new series is definitely for 
the animal-lover, and the Scooby-Doo vibe makes 
it a perfect fit for the budding mystery fan. Young 
readers will enjoy following the clues along with 
Kelsey as she learns about friendship and animals.” 
—Booklist

Paperback with Gloss 
Lamination and Foil 
Territory: World 
E-Book: 978-0-8075-1389-7 
E-Book: US $9.99

Also Available in This Series

The Curious Cat Spy Club  
(Book 1)
HC 978-0-8075-1376-7 • US $14.99
PB 978-0-8075-1382-8 • US $9.99

The Mystery of the Zorse’s Mask 
(Book 2)
HC 978-0-8075-1378-1 • US $14.99
PB 978-0-8075-1383-5 • US $9.99

Kelsey the Spy  
(Book 3)
HC 978-0-8075-1380-4 • US $14.99
PB 978-0-8075-1384-2 • US $9.99

The Secret of the Shadow Bandit 
(Book 4)
HC 978-0-8075-1385-9 • US $14.99
PB 978-0-8075-1387-3 • US $9.99

Common Core themes  
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Mindful Me
Mindfulness and Meditation for Kids 
by WHITNEY STEWART 
illustrated by STACY PETERSON

978-0-8075-5144-8 
US $16.99 
Ages 9–12/Grades 3–7 
April 1, 2018 
5.5 x 8, 160 pages 

978-0-8075-5146-2 
US $9.99 
Ages 9–12/Grades 3–7 
April 1, 2018 

7 x 8, 96 pages 
Paperback with 
Full-Color Illustrations  
Territory: World

Sometimes kids’ lives can get busy and out 
of control, and worries can take over. When 
that happens, knowing how to pause and 
regain composure with mindfulness can help! 
This easily digestible guide introduces kids to 
mindfulness as a way to find clarity, manage 
stress, handle difficult emotions, and navigate 
personal challenges. With step-by-step 
instructions to over thirty breathing, relaxation, 
and guided meditation exercises, readers will 
have an entire toolkit at their disposal and 
writing prompts will help them process their 
discoveries. Clearly written and incredibly 
relatable, this invaluable resource provides a 
positive introduction to the world of self-care 
and mindfulness.

What to Expect
• Balances presenting an on-trend topic with 

evergreen tips and tricks for today’s ever-
busier tweens

• Includes detailed instructions for countless 
exercises, activities, and guided reflections

• Illustrations throughout appeal to young 
readers

Don’t get stressed, get mindful!

Mindful Me Activity Book
by WHITNEY STEWART 
illustrated by STACY PETERSON

Being mindful won’t take away your 
problems, but it can help you handle 
them. In this activity book, kids will learn 
to settle their thoughts and look inward 
through a series of fun writing prompts, 
games, and meditation exercises. Serving 
as a guide to reflect upon the lessons 
learned in Mindful Me, it offers kids a 
place to record their reflections, creating a 
tangible account of how far they’ve grown 
in their meditation practice.

What to Expect
• Focus on different aspects of 

mindfulness appeal to all of a variety  
of tweens

• Drawing and writing exercises on each 
page help channel mindful practices

• Full-color interiors plus fun activities and 
quizzes make this a consumer-friendly, 
giftable item

WHITNEY STEWART is a children’s book 
author, meditation teacher, and a born adventurer. 
She has traveled to Tibet, Nepal, and India and 
teaches mindfulness at Tulane University and to 
children and teens. Her most recent children’s 
book is Meditation is an Open Sky: Mindfulness 
for Kids. She lives in Louisiana with her husband 
and son.

STACY PETERSON is a full-time illustrator, and 
has illustrated dozens of books, greeting cards, 
and magazines. Formerly, she was an art director 
at a New York City ad agency. She lives in Texas 
with her family. 

Hardcover with 
Single-Color Illustrations 
Territory: World 
E-Book: 978-0-8075-5145-5 
E-Book: US $9.99 
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After destroying the permanent X-Point 
and thwarting the Doctor’s plans for world 
domination, Daisha and Axel have a new 
problem: without a permanent X-Point, Earth’s 
magnetic poles are flipping, causing massive 
climactic changes around the world. Now 
they must find a way to expose a new X-Point 
to stabilize Earth’s magnetic field, all while 
evading a doomsday cult that would have the 
world end. Can Axel and Daisha figure out 
how to find each other and save the world?

GARY UREY is the author of the Super Schnoz series, which Kirkus Reviews called in its 
starred review, ”a winner, especially for reluctant readers.“ Gary is a graduate of the American 
Academy of Dramatic Arts in New York. He lives in Maine with his wife and two daughters.

Praise for Pursued
“A science-fiction plot that travels at warp speed, rarely slowing down  
until its conclusion”—Booklist

“In this fast-paced, globe-hopping adventure, Urey…delivers a gripping 
tale full of surprises, starring memorable protagonists set against almost 
overwhelming odds.”—Publishers Weekly

Escaped
Secrets of the X-Point (Book 2)
by GARY UREY

Pursued
978-0-8075-6686-2
US $9.99

Axel and Daisha have the power to go anywhere with the push of a button  
on their GeoPorts. But is it enough to save the world? 

What to Expect from This Series:
• Teleportation and cool gadgetry are a perfect combination for reluctant readers
• Exciting, action-packed adventure that emphasizes working together
• Dual narrative with strong and diverse characters

Eleven-year-old Elizabeth “Littlebeth” Morgan 
would rather race the boys, chase skunks, and 
read about bandits than act like a lady. So her 
parents send her to her maiden aunt in San 
Francisco to be tamed and refined. But when 
an earthquake hits and she’s separated from 
her aunt, Littlebeth must use her fearless 
nature and quick-thinking to survive in a city 
that’s broken and burning.

What to Expect:
• First person view of the 1906 San Francisco 

earthquake
• Story of resilience through a natural disaster
• Perfect for readers looking for action-packed 

historical fiction

A heart-pounding historical fiction 
novel set during the great 1906 
San Francisco earthquake.

978-0-8075-3637-7 
US $7.99 
9–12/Grades 3–7 
April 1, 2018 
5.5 x 8, 240 pages 

Paperback with  
Matte Lamination 
Territory: World 
E-Book: 978-0-8075-3636-0 
E-Book: US $9.99

Under the Ashes
by CINDY RANKIN

Praise for Under the Ashes
“Littlebeth’s resilience and strong, memorable voice make this a vivid 
account of grace under fire.”—Publishers Weekly

“Debut author Rankin breathes life into the story of the 1906 San 
Francisco earthquake.”—Kirkus Reviews

“Incorporates historical cultural references and vivid accounts of the 
devastating quake and its aftermath…fans of historical fiction will  
find plenty to like.”—Booklist

CINDY RANKIN earned her BA from Sacramento 
State University. She has worked as a writer, editor, 
and teacher. Cindy has lived in five different states and 
three different countries but now lives in California.

The Tragically True 
Adventures of Kit 
Donovan
978-0-8075-8143-8
US $16.99
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978-0-8075-6689-3 
US $9.99 
Ages 9–12/Grades 3–7 
March 1, 2018 
5.5 x 8, 288 pages

Paperback with Soft Touch 
Matte Lamination and Foil 
Territory: World 
E-Book: 978-0-8075-6688-6 
E-Book: US $9.99
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Rooting for Rafael Rosales
by KURTIS SCALETTA

978-0-8075-6744-9 
US $9.99  
9–12/Grades 3–7 
March 1, 2018 
5.5 x 8, 288 pages 

Paperback with 
Matte Lamination 
Territory: World  
E-Book: 978-0-8075-6743-2 
E-Book: US $9.99

Three months ago, I didn’t care 
about baseball. Sports seemed 
like such a waste of time when 
the world has real problems.

Rafael has dreams to someday play Major 
League Baseball. Maya has worries, especially 
about the bees that are dying all over the 
world. Follow Rafael and Maya in a story that 
shifts back and forth in time and place, from 
Minnesota to the Dominican Republic. In their 
own ways, Maya and Rafael search for hope, 
face difficult choices, and learn a secret—the 
same secret—that forever changes how they 
see the world.

What to Expect
• Thoughtful and poignant story centered 

around America’s favorite pastime: baseball
• Explores timely environmental concerns
• Uses a dual point of view to connect two 

very different worlds, cultures, and life 
experiences to appeal to a wide range  
of readers

Praise for Rooting for  
Rafael Rosales
“Scaletta deftly weaves worry, optimism, 
and determination together…The tight focus 
on the emotional lives of his protagonists in 
these connecting narratives inspires genuine 
feeling for each. Full of heart and hope.” 
—Kirkus Reviews starred review 

“Thoughtfully written and plenty engaging. 
The hardship of growing up poor in a 
Dominican neighborhood, with baseball one 
of the few ways out, is vividly portrayed.” 
—Booklist

“Scaletta weaves a powerful story of two 
children whose realities…converge in 
significant ways, namely in their desire to 
excel and make a difference.” 
—Publishers Weekly 

KURTIS SCALETTA is the author of eleven books 
for young readers. Many of them are about baseball, 
but he has also written about snakes, robots, and 
giant fungi. He grew up in five states and three foreign 
countries, but now stays put in Minnesota with his 
wife, son, and house cats. 

AW 
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What to Expect from This Series
• Third and final book in the action-packed Future Shock series
• Suspenseful time-traveling story with plenty of twists
• Strong Latina protagonist and a diverse cast of supporting characters

HARDCOVER 
978-0-8075-2687-3 
US $16.99 
Jacketed Hardcover with Soft 
Touch Matte Lamination, Foil, 
and Spot UV

E-BOOK 
978-0-8075-2688-0 
US $9.99

PAPERBACK 
978-0-8075-2689-7 
US $9.99 
Paperback with Soft Touch 
Matte Lamination, Foil, and 
Spot UV

Ages 13–18 / Grades 8–up 
April 1, 2018 
5.5 x 8.25, 256 pages 
Territory: World English

FUTURE LOST
Future Shock Series Book 3
by ELIZABETH BRIGGS 

ELIZABETH BRIGGS made her YA debut with 
Future Shock. She is also the author of the new adult 
series Chasing the Dream. Elizabeth mentors teens 
in writing and has a degree in sociology from UCLA. 
She lives in Los Angeles with her husband.

It’s been a year since Elena Martinez and her 
boyfriend Adam first got involved with Aether 
Corporation, and they’re trying to move on 
with their lives. But when Adam goes missing, 
Elena realizes that he’s done the unthinkable: 
he went to Aether for help developing his cure 
for cancer. Adam betrayed her trust and has 
traveled into the future, but he didn’t come 
back when he was supposed to. Desperate to 
find him, Elena decides to risk future shock, 
and time travels one more time.

This future is nothing like they’ve seen before. 
Someone has weaponized Adam’s cure and 
created a dangerous pandemic, leading to  
the destruction of civilization. If Elena can’t 
find Adam and stop this, everyone is at risk. 
And someone will do anything to keep her 
from succeeding. 

What would you sacrifice to 
save the world?

PRAISE FOR THE FUTURE SHOCK SERIES:
“Contemporary readers will be teleported with 
delight into this Back to the Future-esque spy 
thriller.”—School Library Journal

“A cyberpunk tour de force thrill ride.”—VOYA 

“An intriguing take on time travel gone awry that is 
destined for wide appeal.”—Booklist

Future Threat (Book 2)
HC 978-0-8075-2684-2 
US $16.99 
PB 978-0-8075-2686-6 
US $9.99

Future Shock (Book 1)
HC 978-0-8075-2682-8 
US $16.99 
PB 978-0-8075-2680-4 
US $9.99

Vincent’s assistant stands and smiles at me. Her lipstick’s bright red, her blond 
hair’s perfectly styled, and she wears a white blouse and a black skirt. “Elena 
Martinez? Please follow me.”

She knocks softly on the door behind her, then opens it for me. Her smile stays 
plastered on as I walk into Vincent Sharp’s office.

I’ve only seen Vincent once since I killed Jeremy and blew up the accelerator. 
Adam and I visited him in the hospital after he’d recovered, and he agreed that 
the slate between us had been cleared because we saved his life. Vincent swore 
to leave us alone from then on, and in return, Adam and I would keep Project 
Chronos a secret.

But Vincent didn’t keep that promise.
He leans forward in his black leather chair and takes me in. “Elena. I should 

have known you’d come by.”
“Where’s Adam? What have you done with him?”
His eyebrows slowly rise. “You don’t know, then?”
“Know what?”
A deep frown settles over his face, making him look older. “Oh, Adam.”
I slam my hands on his desk, leaning forward. “What is it? Tell me!”
He shakes his head. “It’ll be easier if I show you. Come with me.”
I start to protest, but he’s already walking toward the elevator, his strides long 

and self-assured. I quickly follow and slide into the elevator after him. We stand 
beside each other in silence while the elevator plummets, until I finally break 
down and ask, “Is Adam okay?”

He gives me a long, even look. “I don’t know.”
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Emmie O’Brien is a former good girl now on the 
fringe. She spent a crazy year involved with Nick, 
her mom’s drug dealer; after her arrest she was 
lucky to go back to her old life. But she’s haunted 
by the choices she made—first, to be with Nick, 
and then later, to testify against him. 

Max Shepherd is a senior varsity hockey player 
with serious anger issues. His grief over the 
death of his girlfriend causes him to see injustice 
wherever he looks. 

When they meet in community service, Max 
is drawn to Emmie’s calm energy, but Emmie 
knows better than to get too close to anyone. 
When friends of Nick show up seeking revenge, 
Emmie is forced to come to terms with her past, 
while Max has to control his protective instincts. 
They must trust one another, especially when 
Emmie’s situation takes a dangerous turn. 

What to Expect
• Dramatic, page-turning plot twists
• Two relatable teen protagonists caught up in 

unexpected trouble
• A strong follow up to Girl Last Seen  

(coauthored with Heather Anastasiu)

ANNE GREENWOOD BROWN is an attorney by day 
and young adult novelist by night. Her works include 
the Lies Beneath trilogy and Girl Last Seen, which  
she coauthored with Heather Anastasiu. Anne lives  
in Minnesota.
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PRAISE FOR GIRL LAST SEEN
“Endlessly twisty, this deliberate head trip will 
keep readers guessing until the very end. The 
kind of dark, wild ride that begs to read in a 
single sitting.”—Kirkus Reviews 

At the ice arena, Emmie stood at the corner of the rink where there was a 
gap in the plexiglass, protected by a black nylon net with two-inch mesh. The 
players were flying around the perimeter of the ice. So fast and strong, their legs 
pumping, their sticks held at waist level.

She searched the ice, trying to see if she could recognize Max by his size or 
posture. But on skates they all looked even bigger than in real life, and they 
were so covered up that she couldn’t tell one from the other.

Emmie jumped when a body came flying up to the boards. She thought it was 
going to crash, but there was a loud scraping sound, and the mass stopped an 
inch from the netted gap. It was Max. Of course. And he was smiling.

He popped out his mouth guard and said, “You came to see me play.”
It seemed like all the blood in Emmie’s body was rushing to her face.  

“Not exactly.”
“You can’t get enough of me.”
How did anyone on this planet come to have so much self-confidence? It 

wasn’t natural. Never mind that he was right. Kind of right. A little bit, at least. 
Dammit. Well, there was no way Emmie was going to admit it to him.

“Hockey games are part of my punishment,” she said.
Max put both gloved hands against the protective netting and it sagged under 

his weight, drawing him closer to her. “What?”
“I’ve been court-ordered to do community work service and go to hockey games.”
“You’re joking. This is considered punishment?”
“Cruel and unusual.”
He flashed a smile so big it reached his eyes. Emmie’s stomach clenched.
“Shepherd!” the coach yelled. “No distractions.”
Max ducked his head, and swung away from her without another word. Her 

chest was still warm from his smile, but her gut twisted with her inadvertent 
admission. How much had the words “court-ordered” sunk in with him?

Max wasn’t on Dan’s crew because of the courts. Maybe he’d thought the 
same was true for her. But she didn’t worry for long. It had likely been too loud 
for him to hear everything she said, and by the way he glanced her way every 
time he crossed by her corner of the rink, she was pretty sure he hadn’t heard. 
Or that he didn’t mind.
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